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Abstract
Complex Object models, semantic or knowledge representation models on the
one side, and object-oriented models on the other side are currently considered candidates for future databases. Either of them have their particular strongpoints and
weaknesses, such that up to now no single model could be identified to suit all needs.
Database models provide limited structuring capabilities and too poor semantics and
object-oriented approaches suffer from their navigational one-object-at-a-time style
of operation, that is, they need set-oriented "object algebra" operations. In this
paper we show how the approaches can be mixed into a single coherent approach, in
an evolutionary way preserving their respective advantages: flexibility through powerful structuring primitives, rich semantics, encapsulation, and efficiency through
optirnizable descriptive, set-oriented query and update languages.
Keywords: Complex Objects, Data Models, Nested Relations, Object-Orientation,
Query Language

1

Motivation

Over the past few years two main research directions for improving database technology
have been Complex Objects and Object-Orientation in DBMS. Complex Objects have
evolved from the relational realm. They are constructed by repeated application of tuple
and set constructors. Nested Relations as a special case of Complex Objects have been

studied in detail in their theoretical as well as practical issues during the past few years
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[Abiteboul it al. , 1989]. Some prototype implementations of nested relational systems
are already available. One of the major strong points of these "relational-stlle" models is
their potential for query optimization, due to the fact that they preserved the descriptive
set-oriented style of relational query languages.
While Complex Objects cover (most of) the structural aspects of new applications,
the object-oriented approaches also strive for modeling the operational part (behavioral
modeling) [Dittrich, 1986]. Objects are encapsulated and only "accessible" through a welldefined interface. Object manipulation is by invoking type-specific interface functions
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(methods). Essentially, objects are instances of an ADT. The advantages are twofold:
first, the structure of objects is hidden (which provides some higher level of abstraction)
and second, the methods can implement integrity checks that are specific to the object
type. Typically, OODBMS have a complete programming language environment, but
provide little means of descriptive set-operations [Graefe and Maier, 1988]. This reflects
their origin from the programming language realm.
Generalization as an abstraction mechanism from semantic data models or knowledge
representation schemes can also be found in most object-oriented models. A generalization hierarchy gives rise to inheritance, i.e., functions/methods (attributes) of a general
type are automatically available for all subtypes too (structural inheritance).l This allows
incremental definition of new types. For a database query language, it is important to investigate how a type lattice interacts with queries [Kim, 1989]. Besides t he question, where
the result of a query belongs in that lattice, we have to provide some means of querying
the type information. We would expect to have a set of predefined functions/predicates
available, e.g., to test whether an instance of a supertype is of a particular subtype.
The notion of object identity is a necessary prerequisit for all models providing network
structures, i.e., sharing. In the CODASYL network data model rOlle, 1978] the "database
key" of a record is the (implicit) identifier used as the "currency indicator". More recent
models either have explicit object identifiers (surrogates) or use them implicitely and have
operations that establish and follow references from one object to others on a higher level
of abstraction.
Essentially, what we are looking for is a synthesis of these approaches that keeps the
advantages of flexible high-level modeling and set-oriented languages. One way to achieve
this goal is to develop algebras (or similar languages) for OODB models-more or less
from scratch [Shaw and Zdonik, 1989b; Straube and Ozsu, 1989]. Another approach is
to try to unify the concepts found in models from both realms, that is, t ry to adapt
relational (and in particular nested relational) query languages to object-oriented models.
This paper shows our approach following the second route. We show that it is indeed
possible to combine the essential features of both directions into a coherent framework.
Set-oriented query languages known from nested relations are applicable in an objectoriented (encapsulated) setting. The basic idea is to view the object model as a set of
recursively nested relations, or recursively defined Complex Objects, and to apply usual
nested relational query languages [Lorie and Schek,' 1988; Schek and Scholl, 1989].
In this paper, we show how to deal with instances of recursively defined types, how
to use object variables, how to apply update operations that account for subobject sharing, and how to ext ract (nested) relational data structures out of an OODB. The latter
aspect seems important in a heterogeneous app"!ication environment where an OODBMS
is supposed to cooperate with several other tools, such as CAD/CAM subsystems, or
other (maybe relational) DBMSs. The interaction of queries and the type lattice or query
operators useful for the definition of views are captured in [Scholl and Schek, 1990].
Related work includes the ORION query language described in [Banerjee et al., 1988;
Kim, 1989], the OSQL language of the IRIS project [Beech, 1988; Wilkinson et al.,
1990], the PROBE language [Manola and Dayal, 1986], the EXCESS language and EXTRA model of EXODUS [Carey et al., 1988], the O2 project [Deux and others, 1990;
lInheritance of values for 'attributes' of subobjects from superordinate objects (defaults) is a second
way how generalization can be exploited. In this paper we restrict our concern to only the first one, viz.
structural inheritance.

Barbedette et al. , 1987; Lecluse and Richard, 1989], the LauRel project [Larson, 1988],
the MAD model [Mitschang, 1987] with its MQL query language, and the HDBL language
[Pistor and Traunmiiller, 1986] of the AIM prototype system. Theoretical work on the
foundations of OODB models [Abiteboul and Kanellakis, 1989; Beeri, 1989] also shows
strong similarities to nested relational/Complex Object models. The same is t rue for
query languages/algebras developed for 00 models [Kim, 1989; Shaw and Zdonik, 1989b] .
AIM/HDBL, MAD/MQL, LauRel, and EXTRA/EXCESS can be viewed as adding explicit reference attributes to nested relations, which allows to cope with non-hierarchical
structures. They either have explicit dereferencing operations or materialize the references
upon access. In some sense, they added pointers to the relational model. We st rove for
a higher level of abstraction by avoiding explicit references in the model. Our approach
is more general and more natural than [Beech, 1988) since we start from nested relations.
This makes it much easier to apply a (nested) relational query language to the object
model.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an introductory example of the way of
operating with/on objects in our model. Subsequently, we present the underlying concepts
in detail in Section 3. We discuss some open issues and conclude with comparisons to
related work in Section 4.

2

From N ested Relations to Objects-Introductory
Example

The nested relational model is obtained from the flat relational one by allowing relations as
values of attributes. Then we can apply relational operations (e.g., of an algebra) wherever
we find relations. For instance, if tuples in a relation contain a relation-valued at tribute,
we can apply relational operations to it inside a projection list or a selection predicate. As
a result we have a nested relational query language derived from a flat one in a very similar
way as nested relations were obtained from flat ones. Such nested relational algebra-,
calculus- or SQL-style languages have been discussed in detail in several publications
[Jaeschke and Schek, 1982; Fischer and Thomas, 1983; Schek and Scholl, 1983; Abiteboul
and Bidoit, 1984; Pistor and Traunmiiller, 1986; Schek and Scholl, 1986; Roth et al. , 1987;
Roth et al., 1988]. For the moment we concentrate on the structures and discuss operations
later.
Considering "relation" and "tuple" as type constructors, we see an example of flat (a)
and nested (b) relations in Figure 1. The notions of types and variables can naturally be
used in the relational framework [Schmidt, 1977]. Notice, that in order to obtain a nested
relational structure the type definitions of relations must be non-recursive. Furt hermore,
if we allow a relation type to occur within the definition of more than one superordinate
relation the usual interpretation taken over from classical programming languages is t hat
the two share the schema ofthat subrelation, but the values of them are inde.p.e ndent from
each other. There is no subtuple sharing! These restrictions lead to a purely hierarchical
model. While the model turned out to be efficiently implementable and is well-suited for
the description of storage structures [Bancilhon et al. , 1982; Paul et al., 1.g87; Scholl et
al., 1987], obviously it is not general enough as a logical data model. This is due to the
lack of modeling constructs for many-to-many or recursive relationships.
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EmpZ(tn.o , name,8alary, dno}

Dept(~dn ..me,l>udget, Empl)

Dept(~dname , budget)

Empl=(.eno,name,8al4ry)

type Emptup • tuple

type Oeptup • tuple

eno :

dne:

int,

name : chrstr ,
sal : real.
clno : int
end;
Emprel • relation of Emptup
key eno;
Oeptup • tuple
clno : int,
dname : chrstr.
bUdget: real,

dname : chrstr I
bUdget: real,

Empl:

Emptup - tuple
int .
name : chrstr.
sal: real
eno :

end. ;

Emprel.
Oaprel;

(a)

var

end;
relation of £mptup
tey eno;

Empr.l

::I'

Dept :

Oeprel;

key dno ;

Empl:
Dept :

Emprel

end ;
Daprel • relation of Oeptup
key dno ;

Oepre1 • relation of Oeptup

var

inti

(b)

Beltmgs=Dept(lli, dname, Inulget,Staff)
Staff=Empl(!l!!Q,name,salary, Beltmgs)
type Emptup • object
eno : into
name : chrstr • .
sal: real ,
Belongs: Deprel
end;
Emprel = relation of Emptup
key eno ;
Oeptup = object
dno : int,
cinema : chrstr.
bUdget: real.

type DEPARTHEIIT

(DNO:
DNAME:
BUDGET:
MANAGER:
STAFF :
EMPLOYEE

Emprel,
Deprel ;

PERSON

In order to describe such network structures using a nested relational approach we
now allow recursion in the relational type definitions (cf. Figure l(c». For the moment
we are not interested in details of such a recursive definition, but we observe that this
"nested relational" kind of view intuitively represents a network. Notice, we assume now
that a subrelation occuring in two relations actually means sharing2 , that is, we adopt the
viewpoint of object-oriented programming languages such as Eiffel [Meyer, 1988]. What
seems to be just a nice exercise when we restrict our interest to structures turns out to
be the key to a powerful manipulation language when we look at operations.
For this, let us start with a small, but rather complete example of an object base
defined according to our model and how we operate on it. We use the notion of "type" and
"variable" as known in programming languages (a type (ADT) is a set of functions defined
on its instances). As usual we assume a collection of given basic types like integer,
character strings, boolean, ... , and possibly also user-defined types like polygon. This
means that a set of functions and operations is given such as equality, comparison, or
arithmetic operations. In addition to such functions representing the semantics of types
we require a convention for each basic type on how to represent objects for input and
output operations (in and out functions, see below).
Given a set of basic types we allow the construction of new types by two type constructors: the (composite) object constructor and the set constructor. The object constructor
roughly corresponds to a tuple constructor or to the record type in Pascal. However, in
our interpretation, an object constructor gives names to the functions (methods) which
are applicable to a variable of this type (in this respect , object-oriented models are based
on [Shipman, 1981]) . We will use the following type definitions in our example "toy"
object base throughout the paper.
2note that we assumed an employee may work for several departments in figure l(c)

chrstr,
int ,
EMPLOYEE inverse MANAGES,
setof EMPLOYEE inverse BELONGS),

= object

= object

(NAME:
BDATE:

(0)

Figure 1: Relation as a type constructor: (a) flat, (b) nested, (c) recursively nested
relations

Oint,

(ENO :
int,
SAL :
int,
CHILDREN:setof PERSON,
WORKSIN: setof PROJECT inverse MEMBERS,
BELONGS: DEPARTHEIIT inverse STAFF ,
MANAGES: setof DEPARTHEIIT inverse MANAGER)
inherits PERSON,

Stu! : EmPrel
end;
Deprel :: relation of Oeptup
key dno;
Empl :
Dept:

= object

STUDENT

chrstr,
date) ,

= object
(SNO:
int,
FACULTY: chrstr)
inherits PERSON,

EMPSTUDENT

= Object
(PERIOD: int)
inherits (STUDENT, EMPLOYEE),

PROJECT

= object

(PNO :
int,
KEKBERS: setof EMPLOYEE inverse WORKSIN);

Using these type definitions, the declaration of an "object base" is similar to the .declaration of variables in a usual programming environment. Of course, classes of objects
defined within the object base are persistent.
define objectbase TOY =
OBclass Depts :
Empls:
Pers:
Studs:
Empstuds:
Projs:

DEPARTMENT ,
EMPLOYEE,
PERSON,
STUDENT,
EMPSTUDENT ,
PROJECT;

Obviously, the type definitions are recursive: An employee is described in terms of a
function returning a department object and department is defined in terms of employee.
. e may also
This has been typical for network databases as it is now for object bases. o!f!W
int erpret the definition as the schemes of several nested relations, such as

Empls (eno, . .. , Projs( . . .»
Projs (pno , . . . , Empls( .. .»
which are obviously recursive. The difference to the explicit type definitions above are
merely role names.
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Furthermore we recognize the keyword "inverse" which simply states that if, for
instance, an employee belongs to the staff of a project, we require that this project must
appear in the worksin role of the employee. The "inherits" keyword finally states that,
e.g., student is a person and therefore all functions defined for the person type are also
applicable to student. The example of employed students (EMPSTUDENTS) shows that
inheritance may also be multiple. The union of the related sets df functions, i.e., of
student and of employee in our example, is applicable then. Function names may have to
be changed in order to get reasonable type inheritance.

Begin session 1.
objectbase TOY;
t.ype ..... .
var dl,d2:
el , e2,e3:

DEPARTMENT,
EMPLOYEE;

1* insert a new department with two employees *1
dl := insert into Depts
(DNO := 25,
DNAKE := "NewDept" ,
BUDGET := 100 000 );
el : = insert into Empls
(ENO := 1234,
NAKE := "John",

BELONGS := dl);
e2 : = insert into Empls
(ENO := 4321,
NAME := "Kary" ,
BELONGS := dl);

dno (inl)

dname (clustr)
budget (inl)

1* insert an employed student Kax for a period of three months and insert another
department , assign Kary and Kax to it and let John manage this department *1

Figure 2: Example of a KL-ONE network
As a graphical representation of our example, we can consider KL-ONE knowledge
representation networks (cf. Figure 2). The choice of KL-ONE is somewhat arbitrary,
however, the constructs provided by KL-ONE fit quite well with our model.
Objects are called "concepts" in KL-ONE (the ovals in the net) and they are related
by "roles" (the arcs), e.g., "Employees" play the role "Staff" of a "Department", the
"Department" on the other hand plays the role "Belongs" of an "Employee" and so forth.
Roles can be specified with a "number restriction" , e.g., an employee may have zero up
to four departments to work for. We observe, that the two directions of a relationship
are given separate (role) names, similar to the functions in our models. In this case the
two roles are related by an "inverse" arc in the graph. KL-ONE provides a number of
further constructs, especially some more restrictions on role inheritance and definitions
of role differentiation [Brachman and Schmolze, 1985], that we will not consider in this
paper. Generalization (the is-a relationship) is denoted by the thick arcs.
Let us now proceed with our example and assume that the above schema has been
defined for the toy object base, but no objects have been 'inserted' yet, Le., the object
base is empty. We use object variables to temporarily refer to objects within sessions
(programs operating on the object base):

e3 : = insert into Empstuds
(ENO := 9001,
NAME := "Max",
PERIOD : = 3)

d2 : = insert into Depts
(DNO : = 125 ,
DNAKE : = "NextDept",
BUDGET := 10000,
STAFF := (e2,e3),
MANAGER : = ell

End session 1.
Note that by the insertions of el and e2, in particular through the assignments to the
BELONGS role the inverse roles (STAFF) are filled automatically. Further, the insertions of
el e2 and e3 are propagated into the superclasses (e.g. PERSON). Nevertheless there are

stiil m~ny values undefined. So let's have a next session , possibly after further insertions,
but notice that the temporary names (variable bindings) are lost, of course.
Begin session 2.
objectbase TOY;
type ...
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var dd: set_of DEPARTMENT,
m: EMPLOYEE,
ed: set_of EMPLOYEE;

output buffer El,E2,E3;

'* .let us extract the bUdget of all departments managed by Kary
,* delete the departments vhere the budget is less or
equal 10000 and fire the persons vho manage these *,
dd := filter x in Depts vith BUDGET(x) <= 10000;
ed := filter y in Empls vith I!ANAGES(y) in dd;
delete e in ed;
delete d in dd;

dm := filter d in Depts vith NAKE(I!ANAGER(d» = "Kary";
El : = extract BUDGET(x) from x in dm;

,* similarily ve may extract the department name and budget of
all departments having no student as employee *'

E2

:=

,* assign employee Kary as a manager to the NevDept department(s) *,

extract DNAKE(d) , BUDGET(d) from d in
( filter d in Depts vith
o = ( filter s in STAFF(d) vith STUDENT(s)

m := pick ( filter e in Empls vith ENO(e) = 4321 );
dd := filter d in Depts vith DNAKE(d) = "NevDept";
update d in dd : KANAGER(d) := m;

End session 2.
We applied a filter on classes of the object base in order to define the set variables dd
and ed, this corresponds to a selection in the relational algebra3 • It always returns a set
of objects of the same type as the input set. The delete operation removes all objects
in the set (ed and dd respectively) from the object base, the set variables have the value
"empty set" afterwards. Notice, that we reuse one of these variables (dd) for the next
operation. There we need to identify a single object from the object base ('Mary') in order
to assign a value to the MANAGER function (which must be an EMPLOYEE, not a singleton
setof EMPLOYEE!). However, the variable that identified this object in session 1 (e2) is no
longer available. So we first apply a filter returning a singleton set4 , and convert it into
the object contained in it by the pick operation. Pick is a special case of unnest [Schek
and Scholl, 1986].
Up to now, we only discussed operations inside the object base, or to bring objects into
it . All we did was insertions, updates, and deletions, i.e., applying functions on objects
resulting in other objects. Now let us extract some information out of the object base.
We will first exploit the fact that for a basic type we have.an out function attached to it.
As mentioned above, the idea how to extract data from the object base is to dynamically
construct new (data) types as known from the relational projection operation. We first
show this with a very simple 'projection', the next step then is, more generally, the
dynamic construction of complex data structures using these primitives in a nested way.

Begin session 3.
objectbase TOY;
type ...
var dm: set_of DEPARTMENT;
3Notice that we do not use SQL-syntax in this paper, since we want operators to be strict functions
such that they can be composed. Our syntax is a "wordy" algebra.
4assuming that ENOs are unique

*,

)

;

,* next, ve extract a complex data structure vhich shovs for each department
its employees and for each employee children and projects she vorks in *,

E3

:=

extract DNO(d) , DNAKE(d),
extract ENO(e) , NAKE(e), SAL(e),
extract NAKE(c)
from c in CHILDREN (e) ,
extract PNO(p)
from p in WORKSIN(e)
from e in STAFF(d)
from d in DEPTS;

End session 3.
Notice that we used "output buffers" to keep the result of an extract operation. The
idea is, that these buffers are used to transfer sets of Complex Objects to the outside
environment. The first extraction creates a very simple data structure: a set of numbers
representing the budget of departments managed by Mary. Even if Mary manages only one
department, we obtain a (singleton) set. The next extraction creates (like the first one) a
usual fiat relation, viz. a set of tuples containing name and budget values of departments.
Here two things are of particular interest: first, we need a predicate testing the type of
an employee (as EMPLOYEE is defined to have subtypes, i.e., other types have been defined
inheriting structure from it) . We assume a function "(TypeJVame)" for every subtype.
When applied to an object of a supertype, this function returns true, iff the object also
belongs to the subtype. We used the STUDENT function, which is applicable to all PERSONs.
Alternatively, we could have used the EMPSTUDENT function. Secondly, observe that we

constructed a set of data tuples, consisting of NAME and BUDGET components ..5 The tuples
hold the values of the out functions applied to the result of NAME and BUDGET respectively.
More precisely, the tuples produced are (out(DNAME(d)),out(BUDGET(d))). ,...
The result of the last extraction is a nested relation, i.e., a hierarchically organized data
structure that has dynamically been constructed by repeated application Qf the extract
SNotice further, that since all operations are strict functions, we could use the same name d for the
two distinct <!) tuple variables.
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operation. Extract serves as a constructor for data structures of the form set-of-tuple.
Thus, we obtain interpretable values (i.e., data) from the encapsulated object base by
using this operation. Notice, that only functions returning basic object types may appear
in the extract list, because the others do not have a representation outside that is in
'
,
general, there is no predefined out function for abstract object types.

3

Concepts of a Complex-abject-Oriented Model

In this section we will give the rationale behind and explanations of the concepts that
have been used in the examples above.

3.1

Data Model vs. Object Model

The difference between the object-based and the value-based philosophy is that the latter
defines data structures used to store data as given from the outside while the former takes
an encapsulated point of view. Hence, we define classes of objects of corresponding types.
What looks like the definition of a record type with component types is now interpreted
as an object type defintion, i.e., a set of functions (methods) are applicable to objects of
this type. The result of such a function application is an object of the "component type" .
Thus, what has been called the schema of a relation is now the definition of an object
class, what has been an attribute of a relation, is now a function (method) applicable to
objects of the class. Interestingly, in the (nested) relational model tuples can be considered
functions mapping attribute names to values of the underlying domains (t E val(R) is a
function, teA} for A E attrCA} is the attribute value from dom(A}}, while now we consider
the methods as functions applied to the objects (0 E 0 is an object of class 0, then A( o)
is the (set of) object(s} returned by method A defined on class O}. Notice, that we allow
set-valued functions, this gives rise to Complex Objects or nested relations. If all methods
are single-valued and yield basic types, we have an object class corresponding to a flat
relation. If we restrict ourselves to the case where the only functions returning non-basic
object types are set-valued, we end up with structures similar to nested relations.
Generalization is handled on the level of type (or class) definition too: if type Sub is a
subtype of class Sup ("Sub inherits Sup"), then all functions applicable to elements of a
class of type Sup can also be applied to elements of subclasses of type Sub. Furthermore,
we assume with each definition of such an is-a-relationship the automatic definition of a
function on the supertype to determine whether an object of a superclass belongs to the
subclass. In our example, we used a function "STUDENT" defined on PERSONs.
The definition of inverse functions is an integrity constraint: if the value of one of the
functions is changed, the system automatically reflects this change in the inverse function.
For instance, if an employee is added to the staff of a department, the add operation on
the STAFF role ~ triggers' the corresponding add of the department into the BELONGS role
of the employee.
Before we elaborate on operations we discuss an important issue of the model: a
network structured model is necessarily object-based. What does this mean? Objects,
in contrast to data items, have an identity that is separate from their current value
[Khoshafian and Copeland, 1986; Beeri, 1989]. In our examples we used variables and
assignments. The semantic interpretation is the following. Suppose x is an object variable.

Once it has been defined it can be used in several subsequent statements, whereever it is
needed. For instance, it can be used in update statements to put the object it holds into
several.classes. Now, suppose x and y are variables of the same type. The intuition of an
assignment x := y is that the object refered to by x and y would be the same (identical)
afterwards. This is usually termed "reference semantics" [Meyer, 1988]. (We can think
of x and y being just pointers to the same location in memory.) As shown in [Beeri,
1989], we can also adopt this semantics for assignments to basic types. Hence, there is
no need for two kinds of assignment semantics. Also, this shows that object identity can
be hidden behind the appropriate use of variables, that is, we need not introduce explicit
reference attributes into our model. For comparisons, identity is the default semantics
of "= " , other semantics (like, for instance, shallow or deep equality [Shaw and Zdonik,
1989b]) can be defined as derived predicates (see [Scholl et at., 1990a]).
As the word encapsulation suggests, we have to distinguish two environments: an
inside and an outside. Inside an object base we have objects that can be identified
(refered to) and are manipulated by functions. Particularly, objects are no data items
that could be delivered into a (value-based) programming language variable or displayed
on a computer screen. Similarly, objects can not be brought into the object base from
outside as a whole in general. Of course, we assume that for basic object types, like
numbers and strings, we have a standard representation, such as sequences of digits or
quoted character strings. The principal idea is that there exist standard in and out
functions to convert data of basic types into objects and vice versa. For non-basic, i.e.,
constructed, types we do not a priori assume the existence such functions. Therefore, after
creating a new (composite) object, we assign either basic values or existing other objects
to the functions defined on the new object. Similarly, upon retrieval, we dynamically
define a data structure holding accumulated results of functions applied to objects. For
those functions not returning standard basic types, users may need to define specific out
functions. It is interesting to notice that such conversion functions give rise to a different,
but related, area of current database research: type extensibility [Waterfeld et at., 1988;
Wilms et al., 1988]. There they have observed the same need for in and out functions.

3 .2

Operations on Objects

The overall philosophy of our object query and update language is to provide descriptive,
generic operators for set-oriented manipulation of the objectbase in addition to the typespecific operators (functions, methods) that are available for user-defined types. These
generic operators comprise the object algebra that can potentially be optimized by the
OODBMS. In the sequel we discuss the operations of our object manipulation language
in an order that seems to be natural: first the operations for generating objects, then for
the manipulation of objects and finally the retrieval operations.

3.2.1

Object Creation

We create new (representations of) objects in the object base by applying a systemprovided function and assign relationships to other objects. For instance, we create a
new EMPLOYEE object and fill it into the STAFF role of an (existing or newly created)
DEPARTMENT object: "insert" creates a new employee object, assigns some existing objects to functions defined on EMPLOYEE, and returns the new member of the object class
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as a result. Thus, an inser t operation is used as the right-hand side of an assignment
to an object variable. Functions that return basic object types can be given explicit values (Le., a constant can be used in the insert statement to assign a value to them 6 ),
other functions can only be assigned values by using object (set) variables, or by applying
subsequent update operations (see below).
The object variable defined by the insert statement can be used' to refer to the new
object throughout the rest of the program. Object sharing comes for free: if we want
to enroll the new employee in two distinct projects, we simply use the variable twice to
assign values to the MEMBER function of the two projects. Reference semantics guarantees
that the employee exists only once within the object base.
To summarize the insert operation: the insert is applied to a class, i.e., a set of
objects, the result is a new object of the member type of the class, and the class is
extended to have the new object as an additional member. Values for the functions
defined on the member type can be assigned using constants (for "component" types with
defined in functions) or variables in a collection of assignments. We notice that insert is
the operation which turns data from outside the object base into objects, Le., an insert
converts from the outside into the inside of an object base.
3.2.2

Object Filtering

the result and 0 is an existing object class. P is a predicate (boolean function) defined on
objects of the input type. Notice that here we also have object sharing: each qualifying
object in 0 also belongs to Q8.
There is nothing special about filter formulae on objects, we can have logical connectives (1\, v, ...,) of predicates on role values andj or constants, exactly as in the relational
setting for attribute values. One thing that comes for free is that we may have arbitrary
(user-defined) predicates in filters. Any function defined on an object type returning a
boolean value can be used as a filter predicate. Equality (identity) is probably available as
a predefined predicate for all object types, but typically some other predefined predicates
will be applicable. The type checking predicates for all subtypes defined on a type are an
example of predefined filters.
As we permit set-valued functions defined on objects it is consequent to allow set
comparisons in filters too. Furthermore, this gives rise to nested filters as in the nested
relational or Complex Object models: a filter can be applied to the result of such a
function before comparing with another set in a filter predicate. We had such an example
in Section 2, where we filtered departments without students as employees:
. .. ( filter d in Depts with
0= ( filt er s in STAFF(d) with STUDENT(s) ) ...

• The object world is closed under object filters:
the result of a filter is a set of objects (rather than a set of values).

here, STAFF is a function on departments that returns a set of employees. "0 =" is a
set comparison "equals the empty set", and a nested filter is applied to STAFF(d) before
testing this condition. Such combinations are correct since a set-valued function on an
object identifies a set of objects, and a filter applied to this returns a subset of these
objects. Thus, we have a very powerful filtering facility on objects derived from nested
relational selections.
Results of selection filters are always sets of objects, that is, filters can be used to define
values of set variabl~. However, as we have already seen in the example in Section 2,
we may also need to refer to single objects in order to assign them to single-valued
functions, for instance. The set-oriented paradigm of closed (nested) relational query
languages, however, does not permit operations to return single objects. So we introduce
a new operation, pick, which can be applied to a singleton set and returns the element
contained in it. Hence, in order to identify a single object from within the object base we
have to apply a unique filter, Le., one that matches only one object, and pick the object
out of the resulting (singleton) set with pick. Thus, we have to assume that users can
identify objects via filters or via relationships to other objects, if they want to pick them
individually.
In this paper, we focus only on the filtering (selection) capabilities of the query language. Other operators (such as project, extend, etc.), completing the expressive power,
are discussed in [Scholl and Sehek, 1990] .

• Hence, retrieval operations (that actually extract data) as well as update operations
can be applied to the result of a filter.

3.2.3

By now we know how to bring objects into .the object base and how to refer to them
during the life time of a session: by object variables. However, once the insert session
is finished the variables are no longer available to refer to objects. Thus, the next step
is to identify a (set of) object(s) that should be affected by other operations (updates,
deletions, or retrievals) in subsequent sessions. The typical way of operation in objectoriented programming systems is to scan an object class or to follow "references" to
other objects. In addition, we provide a set-oriented, descriptive language for our objectbased model. Thus, what we need next is something similar to a relational selection: a
mechanism to identify a set of objects (subset of a given class) by a logical condition on
their properties.
Notice that, in relational algebra, selection is a retrieval operation, while database
languages such as SQL use selection conditions in update operations too. 7 Furthermore,
the advantage of relational algebra is that the relational model is closed under the algebraic operations, that is the result of any algebraic operation again is a relation, which
enables composition of complex algebraic expressions from simple operations. These two
observations together with our distinction of an encapsulated object world and its outside
environment lead to a slightly different interpretation of object filters in our model:

A filter selects all objects from a given class (and returns them in a new set) that satisfy
a given predicate: Q : = filt er 0 in 0 with P( o), where Q is the set variable holding
5the meaning is that the corresponding in function is applied to the constant and the resulting basic
object is assigned to the function
7This is due to the fact that algebras usually do not provide any update operations at all!

Object Updates

We know how to insert objects, so the next step is how to modify them. Again our intention is to achieve the full power of descriptive update facilities known from value-based
models. One of the main objectives of the object-oriented approach to data modeling
8This allows to apply update operations to the result of a filter, see below.
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is to use only type-specific methods for manipulating objects, so as to guarantee consistency when updating objects. We do support this kind of functionality in our model by
means of methods , that is, functions with side-effects [Scholl et al., 1990al. Users/type
implementors can define type-specific methods to update objects.
As a first extension, like in the relational case, we want to be able to specify set-oriented
updates; that is, identify a set of objects (e.g., by a filter) and apply an update method
to all elements as a single operation. This set-oriented update mode can help increase
the performance of updates. That is, we want to issue a query and apply the update
operation to the result of the query. In general, we apply an update to any set of objects
(permanent class, filter, set variable) by the update operator: update x in X: .... It
takes the update methode s) as a parameter. Assuming an update method RaiseSalary to
be defined on the EMPLOYEE type, we can, for instance, give a $200 raise to the employee(s)
born in 1964:
objectbase TOY;
update e in ( filter E in Empls vith BDATE(e)
RaiseSalary(e,200);

"*/*/1964"):

The semantics of the statement update x in (set): method; should be obvious: The
method gets applied to all elements of the set; so another possible name for "update"
would be "apply_to_a1l" .
As a second extension to type-specific update methods, we allow the application of
generic update operators, such as insert and update (and those that follow below), inside
the iterator. For example, the update statement may also contain a list of assignments
to functions, just like the insert operation. So the example above could equivalently
.
(assuming to the obvious semantics for RaiseSalary) be expressed as:
objectbase TOY;
update e in ( filter e in Empls vith BDATE(e) = "*/*/1964" ):
SAL : = SALCe) + .200 ;

Notice that the assignment is a generic update method Set that sets a function to a new
value, written in the conventional syntax. In a method syntax, it could have been written
"Set ( e, SAL , SAL (e) + 200 ) ".
The difference between the generic and the type-specific update method is illustrated
if we consider the additional requirement that the employees' departments need to get a
corresponding raise in their budget. The method RaiseSalary could take care of this, that
is, the type implementor of type EMPLOYEE would have to invoke this second update in the
code for the first update method. Alternatively, with the generic update, since the DBMS
'understands' the semantics of the update, the raise in the budget of the departments
could automatically be triggered by the DBMS (provided that a corresponding integrity
constraint has been defined) . For each employee e getting the raise, the DBMS could
start the update of his/her department:
update d in (WORKS_FOR(e»: BUDGET : = BUDGET(d) + 200*12 ;

An obvious choice for type implementors could be to use these generic update operations
to implement the type-specific method RaiseSalary.

Notice that updates are another entry point for nesting: we can modify an object by
modifying subobjects, e.g., the set of objects identified by a set-valued function. Thus
modification operations can appear nested inside an update statement. For instance, the
following nested update statement gives a raise to the staff of some selected department (s):
objectbase TOY;
update d in ( filter d in Depts vith DNAME(d) = "NevDept" ):
update e in STAFF(d):
SAL = SALCe) * 1. 1;

Obviously, updates can be nested more than one level deep.

3.2.4

Object Deletion

Finally, objects can be deleted. Deletion is a very simple operation once we know how to
identify (filter) objects. Given a set 0 of objects we can delete all objects contained in
that set by "delete 0 in 0" .
Notice that 0 can either be an object class permanently defined in the object base
(Le., an element of the 'schema' of the object base), or a .dynamically defined object set
(e.g., a variable holding the result of a filter). In any case, the objects contained in 0 are
deleted from all classes and sets (permanent or dynamic). This includes all set-valued
functions defined on other objects. Particularly, we stress that a deletion applied to a
filter also deletes the objects from the original class, not only from the (temporary) result
of the filter! Therefore, the sequence "Q : = 0; delete q in Q;" is identical to "delete
o in 0; Q : = 0": both 0 and Q are empty after executing any of them.
We can also apply delete to object sets identified as the result of set-valued functions
defined on other objects, Le., apply delete nested within an update. In order to delete
all employees named 'Tim' working in the 'NewDept' department(s) , for instance, we use
objectbase TOY;
update d in ( filter d in Depts vith DNAME(d) = "NevDept" ):
delete e in ( filter e in STAFF (d) vith NAME(e) = "Tim" );

Notice the semantics: the objects are deleted from the object base, i.e., they are no longer
existent in the STAFF role, nor in the Empls class or any other class afterwards.
Notice further that, since we have no notion of "components" of an object, that is, all
relationships are expressed via functions, deletion of an object does not cause deletion of
"subobjects" (that might be interpreted as being components in other models). In our
model, objects are independent. If we talk about "subobjects" at all, we mean objects that
are "reachable" by functions applied to some other object. This should not be confused
with components in the above sense.

3.2.5

Adding and Removing Objects

The insert and delete operations affect both: the objects and the sets they belong to.
Thus, we need an additional pair of operations to manipulate the relationship between
objects and sets without an effect on the existence of objects: add and remove . If we just
want to drop the assignment of employees named 'Tim' to the 'NewDept' department(s)
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and keep them as objects we use remove instead of delete inside the update statement
shown above:

objectbase TOY ;
vax E: set\_of EMPLOYEE;

objectbase TOY;
update d in ( filter d in Depts vith DNAME(d) = "NevDept" ):
remove e in ( filter e in STAFF(d) vith NAME(e) = "Tim" ) :
from STAFF(d);

here we drop the employees from the staff, but keep them anywhere else in the object
base, e.g., in the person class Pers.
Up to now, we applied delete and remove to sets X of objects using the syntax" ...
x in X". The operations can be used on single objects as well: if x is a variable identifying
a single object, delete x or remove x from ... are valid operations, too. Obviously,
the add statement is inverse to remove, Le., add x in X to S or add x to S inserts
existing objects into a set S.
Besides the manipulation of relationships among objects, we can use these operations
to manipulate the type hierarchy. We stated above that we assume (boolean) functions
on supertypes determining whether an object of the supertype also belongs to one or
more of its subtypes. Consequently, we can use the add operation to make an object of
a superclass belong to a subclass, and remove to drop it. For instance, we can make all
employees of the "NewDept" department(s) students, Le., EMPSTUDENTs, by
objectbase TOY;'
ES := filter e in Empls vith DNAME(BELONGS(e» = "NevDept";
add e in ES to Empstuds;

The add statement puts all employees into the class Empstuds , Le., anyone of them now
is-an EMPSTUDENT (a STUDENT and an EMPLOYEE - and a PERSON, of course). Conversely,
if an employed student 'Jerry' does no longer work in the 'NewDept' department, but
concentrates on his studies, that is, if we want to drop him from the department and
make him a student only:
objectbase TOY;
ES := filter e in Empls vith NAME(e) = "Jerry"
and DNAME(BELONGS(e» = "NevDept";
remove e in ES from Empls;

as we removed Jerry from the Empls class, he no longer is-an EMPLOYEE and thus neither
an EMPSTUD.ENT. As a consequence, he can no longer be in the staff of the department and
gets removed from this set automatically.9

3.2.6

The Role of Variables

In the context of object manipulation it ·seems appropriate to discuss the semantics of
variables. As usual with assignments, the expression defining the value of a variable
is evaluated only once and the resulting set of objects is determined at the time the
assignment is processed. In contrast , views are (logically) evaluated anew every time they
are used [Schon and Schek, 1990; Scholl et al., 1990b].
9This is one particular choice of how to interpret such an operation. We gave the shortest, but also
most tricky one intentionally. A simpler solu tion would be, to first remove Jerry from STAFF (d) explicitly.

define viev EV as filter e in Empls vith SAL < 50000;
E := filter e in Empls vith SAL < 50000;

/* Point 1 in the program */
update e in E: NAME : = " Someone making less than 50000";

/* Point 2 in the program */
update e in ( filter e in Empls vith NAME = "John" ):
SAL : = SAL + 5000 ;

/* Point 3 in the program */

Notice that, at "Point 1" in the program, all of the set variable, the view, and the filter
expression "contain", that is return, the same set of employee objects. Therefore, it
equivalent to apply the first update to either of "e in E", "e in EV", or "filter ... ":
exactly the same set of employee objects get updated. After this first update (at "Point 2"
in the program), all of E, EV, and the query still contain the same set of employee objects.
All those objects are shared between the set being the value of variable E and the class
Empls from which both, EV and the query, select.
If we now apply the second update, that is, at "Point 3" in the program, some of
those objects may have got updated. That is, their associated SAL value may have been
increased. Obviously, both the view EV and the original query will return a different
result (fewer objects in this case), iff there have been some employees named John making
between 45000 and 50000. After the update, they will make more than 50000, hence they
will not be returned by the view or the query at "Point 3".
Now, for the variable: the value of the variable is a set (of objects). At "Point 2",
this set contains certain employee objects. The salary-raising second update potentially
has an effect to some of the objects in that set. That is, after this update, some of the
objects in the set being the value of EV may have a changed SAL value. But the update
has no effect on the set itself. That is, the objects that are in that set at "Point 3"
are exactly those that were in it before (at "Point 2)! So, the updates on the objects'
properties are visible in EV, even if these changes effect the predicate that influenced the
set membership at the time the assignment was executed. This is what we feel is intended
by keeping temporary results in a variable. Should, however, some object contained in
the set be deleted, that is, removed from the object base, this update is also visible in
the set value of the variable.lO

Notice further that no other transaction program could have updated John while our
program ran-this is due to the usual transaction management facilities of.,.t he DBMS,
not due to the object paradigm-, that is, the situation is less confusing than it might
look at first glance.
10 Reference semantics of assignments can be explained as implicitly assigning pointers. A set variables
then holds as its value a set of pointers. Updates to the objects pointed to are of course visible from
the set. Changes to the referenced objects that effect the selection predicate are also visible, but do
not change the set! If some referenced object is destroyed, the "dangling" reference in the set has to be
trapped.
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3.3

Extracting Data from the Object Base

In the (nested) relational context projection is the operation that dynamically constructs
new (data) structures from the predefined relations. Our idea how to operate on an object base is the following: we use (nested) extract operations to dynamically construct
complex data structures out of the (static) object network. So, two :aspects are important to remember: first, we want dynamic construction of new structures-this reflects
a significant part of the power of relational query languages-, and second, we construct
data structures from objects. That is, extract is the operation that brings us back out
of the encapsulated object world.
The obvious way of getting back values is to apply the out functions to primitive
objects, e.g:, if El is an object variable whose value is an employee object we can retrieve
the employee number by out number.(END(El)). Thus, we know how to retrieve single,
primitive values from single objects.
In order to retrieve structured data we obviously have to introduce a retrieval operation that constructs certain data structures from simple values obtained from the object
base as described above. There is, of course, a variety of choices for such constructors.
We could, for instance, define a generic out function for sets of primitive objects as
outset...of-X(XS) := {outx(x)lx E XS}, and the like. In this paper we/ocus on retrieval
functions that construct Complex Objects, or even more restrictive Nested Relations, as
the output structure. Thus, we need set and tuple construction. Sets are already supported by the object model, tuples are constructed with the extract operation (basically,
a proje<:tion).B
If we want to retrieve the set of all employee numbers l2 , we use an extraction applied
to the class: Q : = extract END from e in Empls. This looks identical to the relational
query Q := 7r[ enD] (Empls), and in fact the result is the same, just the way how this result is
obtained is slightly different. We create a unary relation of employee numbers (i.e., values
thereof) by collecting the results of applying the END function and the corresponding out
function to all objects in the class Empls:
Q = ({e)le

= outnumber.(ENO(E)) 1\ E E Empls} .

That is, Q in fact is a relation (i.e., a data structure) with schema Q(eno). In order to
extract multi-attribute relations out of the object base, we simply list several functions in
the extract list. Nested relations are constructed by nested extract statements as shown
in session 3 in the example of Section 2. There we also observe that extraction can be
combined with filters.
One remark about extraction is important: as we construct data structures (relations)
out of objects, we have to provide out functions for the 'components' mentioned in an
extract list. While we assumed such functions available for primitive object types, for
complex object types we eithe; have to provide such functions, or we need to specify
what (primitive) component s of such objects shall be included in the data structure. For
example, in
objectbase TOY;

Q

:=

extract DNO,DNAME,BUDGET,STAFF from d in Depts;

lISee also tuple generating operations in some object query languages, e.g. [Shaw and Zdonik, 1989b]
12What we actually retrieve is a set of I-tuples containing the numbers

we know how to obtain data structures (numbers and strings) from the DNO, DNAME, and
BUDGET components of a department, but how to make a set of employee objects (which is
the value of the STAFF function) a data structure is not clear. Thus, the above projection is
only legal if we have a predefined output function for sets of employee objects. Otherwise,
we have to reformulate the operation, for instance
objectbase TOY ;

Q

:=

extract DNO,DNAME,BUDGET,
extract ENO,NAME from s in STAFF(d)
from d in Depts;

That is, we explicitly specify what data structure to create, viz. a (sub-) relation containing
tuples with three components enD, name and salary. Any of these is a obtained from a
primitive object type, hence we now have a legal extraction. Generally, unless we have a
predefined output function for an object class (be it a default function or .a user defined
one) we have to specify how to construct data from the objects of that class. Extract
is one of these default functions. It can be applied to all sets (classes) of objects and
constructs a r~lation of tuples. The components of these tuples are constructed according
to the specifications in the extract list.
We used the notion of output buffers that are supposed to keep the result of an extract
operation. Obviously, we need some mechanism to transfer the (possibly large) result set
of an extraction to the outside environment (application program or display system). In
order to exploit set-orientation we transfer sets (cf. "portals" in [Stonebraker and Rowe,
1984] and "transfer areas" in [Paul et al., 1987]) rather than individual data items.
A different interpretation of the tuple generating extract operator could be to include a tuple type constructor in the model, such that besides abstract objects, sets
(constructed data types), and basic data types we have tuples (a second kind. of constructed data types) inside the object model, as done in [Abiteboul and Kanellakis, 1989;
Shaw and Zdonik, 1989b; Beeri, 1989]. Then, the result of an extract would not lead
out of the model, but stay within. We do not consider this to be a significantly different
interpretation; as the model would be closed against extract in this case, however, we
took this alternative point of view in [Scholl et al., 1990a].

4

Conclusion

In this paper we presented a unifying approach towards Complex-Object-Orientation, t~at
is, the integration of Complex Objects and Object-Orientation. In [Graefe an~ Maler,
1988] they stated the need for a powerful algebra of object-oriented models, 10 order
to make queries optimizable and thus object-oriented DBMSs efficient. We show that
such languages already exist: algebras or other languages defined on Complex Objects
can be applied in models supporting object sharing too. Thus optimization techniques
and other results obtained so far can be exploited. The key to this approach consists in
viewing object networks as recursively nested relations and operating on them as such.
For insertions and data extraction we distinguished two environments: the encapsulated
object world and a value-based outside. Structured objects can be extracted fro~ the
object base into the value-based outside as complex data structures (Complex ObJects)
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by applying nested extract operations (projections). Inside the object base we can apply
powerful filters in a way similar to nested relational selections.
One intended contribution thus is to show these commonalities, that is, try to bring
OODBMS and Complex Object research together. Another one is to carry over optimization techniques developed in the (nested) relational context [Scholl, 1986]. This is
a particular advantage of our approach, where the "object algebra" is essentially nested
relational, instead of developed from scratch [Shaw and Zdonik, 1989a]. A second advantage concerns the implementation: Since nested relational systems are certainly better
suited as storage managers for OODBMS than relational DBMSs, we kept the conceptual
gap between the object model's query language and the storage manager's query facilities
as small as possible. This makes the mapping and optimization of queries substantially
easier.
The set-oriented ('rerational') operations we discussed can be viewed as default methods applicable to all sets of objects, regardless of the elements' type. Of course, to make
use of the object-oriented paradigm, we allow type specific operations. These, however,
are not different from any other object-oriented approach. The important point in this paper is that such general purpose set-oriented operations as known from classical database
models can also be used.
We gave an informal, example-driven overview of our model in this paper with particular emphasis on filtering (selection), generic update operators, the use of variables, and
the data extracting capabilities (tuple generating "projection"). In [Scholl and Schek,
1990] we also define retrieval operations that stay within the object world (including object preserving projections and joins) such that arbitrary object algebra queries can serve
as view definitions. A detailed definition of the object model is contained in [Scholl et al.,
1990a]. Concerning implementation, we pursue two directions: first we have already built
a prototype on top of a relational system for experimentation purposes. Second, we are
building a Complex-Object-Oriented frontend to the DASDBS nested relational DBMS
kernel [Paul et al., 1987; Schek et al., 1990] in the COCOON projectP
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